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INTRODUCTION 
 
The following information package contains the following: 
 

1. “Action Causes Reaction” explanation summary of our body’s metabolism showing the cause of cancer 
and other conditions affecting our health. Upon providing the correct minerals, the conditions resolve 
naturally without the use of medications. 

 
2. Summary   -   2 page snapshot describing how we have shown cancer to develop and why conventional 

methods fail. Followed by 2 additional pages relative to pancreatic cancer, which I had in 1976. 
 

3. “How it Works ” diagram illustration explanation of the “Action causes Reaction”  
 

4. Observational dosage chart, showing the non-cancerous conditions we have seen respond to the same 
nutritional minerals, the color code reflects the observed dosages taken for the positive responses for 
those conditions.  

 
5. “Alzheimer’s Research” study results. A University study was done on our formula, with great results.  

 
6. Additional case studies which are not in the Blue or green pamphlets. 

 
There are three booklets, color coded. Same information as on website: 
 

Beige Booklet -  “Primary Discussion” describes the biochemistry of what causes cancer and other conditions   
            relative to the nervous system. You may need to read it a few times to best understand it. 
        The “Illustration ” section shows the nervous system and how the other conditions are relative to the  

same nerve root. The hubs are the primary source affected by the deficiency. Genetics will determine  
how the body will respond to the deficiency, as each person’s genetic character description is different, 
therefore we each have different vulnerabilities and strengths. 

 

The “Testimonial” section will give you two choices: 
 

Blue Booklet    -  Cancerous conditions, including the available documentation. 
Green Booklet -  Non-cancerous conditions, including the available documentation. 
 

 

Upon our observations, we believe that:  
 

Cancer is a nutritional/ mineral deficiency in the nervous system, by correcting the nutrition/mineral 
availability, the cancer can not survive in the corrected biochemistry and dies off naturally, like algae in a 
swimming pool. The chemo will kill the cancer cells but will also cause additional deficiency to manipulate the 
body’s biochemical environment to manufacture more cancer cells at a faster rate, which is why conventional 
medicine has such a high failure rate. The program I developed corrects the chemistry, afterwhich, the cancer 
can no longer survive and dies off on its own, the normal cells are manufactured instead and are never damaged.  


